Junior Team Tennis
Beginners
Court Set-up:
1 & 2: Players on court
3: Line of additional players
4: Feeder & a scorekeeper (one of these or a parent can run the timer)
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Boundaries:
Any ball that bounces in the shaded area is in play.
Everything else is considered out. Players should make their own line calls,
but coaches can assist.
Scorekeeping:
Spin a racquet to see who receives first feed. Three twelve-minute sets are
played. Teams earn a point for every rally that they win, regardless of which
team received the feed. Feeder should call the score before every feed and
the feed alternates from Team A to Team B on each point. When time is
called, the existing rally is finished to determine the winner of that point. A
tie is OK at the end of each 12 minute set. Teams change ends of the court
after each set and first feed goes to the other team. At the end of three sets,
total up all points won by each team to determine the week’s winner (the
score could be something like 58-63 for example). If tied, whoever won the
very last point is the week’s winner.
Rotation:
Players stay in the same position FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE POINTS.
After every second point is over, call “ROTATE” and position 1 moves to 2;
2 moves to back of the line at 3; front of the line at 3 moves to 1. Next ball
is fed to player 1 on the opposite team from the last feed. Always feed ball
to forehand (be aware of any left handed players). Rotation occurs on both
sides after each point regardless of whether or not the player hits the fed ball
into play. All players must play, and line order should remain the same.
All players & coaches shake hands at end of match & please turn in
scorecards!

